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Spin-dependent band structure, Fermi surface, and carrier lifetime
of permalloy
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Angle-resolved photoemission is used to determine the energy bands of permalloy (Ni0.8Fe0.2) and
compare them to Ni, Co, and Cu. The energy and momentum resolution~'0.01 eV and'0.01 Å21!
is high enough to resolve the magnetically split bands at the Fermi level that are responsible for
spin-dependent conductivity and tunneling. For theS1 band we find the magnetic exchange
splittings dEex50.27 eV ~0.23 eV for Ni!, dkex50.1660.02 Å21 (0.1260.01 Å21 for Ni!, the
Fermi velocityvF↑5(0.2260.02)106 m/s (0.283106 m/s for Ni, 0.333106 m/s for fcc Co!, and
the widthsdk↑<0.11 Å21 anddk↓50.24 Å21. Compared to Ni, permalloy features a 27% larger
magnetic splitting of the Fermi surface and an extremely short mean free path of 4–8 Å for minority
spins. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~98!01249-2#
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Permalloy is one of the most common materials in m
netic data storage and can be found in a variety of magn
micro- and nanostructures.1 Several useful properties com
together to make permalloy so pervasive: The magnetos
tion of Ni–Fe alloys vanishes at the composition of perm
loy (Ni0.8Fe0.2), keeping the strain in small structures fro
magnetizing the material. High permeability and low co
civity make permalloy an excellent soft magnet and prov
low switching fields in sensors. State-of-the-art read
heads for hard disks utilize the anisotropic magnetoresista
~AMR! of permalloy, or the giant magnetoresistance~GMR!
of permalloy/Cu/Co films. Particularly remarkable is th
large difference in conductivity of majority and minorit
spins in permalloy.2,3 Most recently, it is being studied in th
context of spin-polarized tunneling for a nonvolatile, ma
netic random access memory~MRAM !. Surprisingly, it
emits electrons with a higher spin polarization~45%! than
pure Fe and Ni~40% and 23%–33%!,4 even though its mag
netic moment is lower than that of Fe.

Despite this rich spectrum of magnetic phenomena
applications, very little is known about the underlying ele
tronic structure. To our knowledge, the energy bands of p
malloy have not been mapped yet, despite extensive wor
Ni.5–7 Calculations of magnetic energy bands8,9 are not as
reliable as one might expect. For example, the magn
splitting of thed bands in Ni is overestimated by a factor
2 to 3 in first principles, local density calculations, and t
calculated band width is 40% too large.5 Fermi surface tech-
niques, such as the de Haas van Alphen effect,8 are difficult
in alloys because of the reduced mean free path. Even
yond the specific case of permalloy, basic concepts abou
band structure of alloys10 can be tested. Is there a commo
band structure, or a separate set of levels for each of
constituents? In permalloy, one might speculate that the
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localized s,p electrons form a common band, whereas t
localizedd electrons produce a Fe impurity level separa
from the Nid levels. There has been a long-standing disc
sion about the electrons that are responsible for spin tra
port in 3d transition metals.1,11 They are crucial for magnetic
devices such as the spin valve, the spin transistor, and
magnetic tunnel junction. The 3d electrons carry a large
magnetization and a high density of states, compensated
low group velocity. Thes,p electrons have a large grou
velocity but low density. A possible solution of this dilemm
has been the notion of an ‘‘itinerantd band’’ that exhibits
magnetism as well as conductivity.11

We use high resolution photoelectron spectroscopy
map out the energy band dispersion and lifetime broaden
of electrons close to the Fermi levelEF . This technique has
advanced in recent years to achieve energy resolutions b
than the thermal energykT, even for low temperatures. Tha
makes the electrons atEF which are responsible for conduc
tivity, magnetoresistance, and spin-polarized tunneling
cessible. Our focus lies on the region where the so-ca
‘‘ s,pband’’ crossesEF and flattens out to becomed like. At
this point, we find both, a sizable magnetic splitting and
substantial group velocity, suggesting that this part of
Fermi surface represents the itinerantd band. In addition, we
are able to resolve the energy and momentum broade
caused by the finite lifetime and mean free path of electr
nearEF , which brings our data into contact with spin tran
port measurements in GMR structures. The salient featu
of our results are a 27% larger magnetic splitting of t
Fermi surface compared to Ni, and a much shorter mino
spin lifetime atEF , which produces a mean free path of on
4–8 Å.

Permalloy was grown epitaxially on a Ni~100! surface in
order to minimize lattice mismatch~'0.7%! and to have a
direct comparison with the Ni band structure under exac
the same conditions. The permalloy film was about 10 mo
layers ~35 Å! thick, which exceeds the escape depth of t
photoelectrons. The stoichiometry was monitored by pho
emission from the Fe 3p and Ni 3p core levels.12 The films
were deposited below room temperature~100–200 K! to pre-
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vent island formation. A postanneal to 500–700 K sharpe
the photoemission features. Anneals higher than'800 K
caused Ni-rich films. For comparison, we also prepare
Cu~100! single crystal and grew an epitaxial fcc Co~100!
film, 10 monolayers thick. Angle-resolved photoelectr
spectra were taken at'100 K with an energy resolution of 9
meV (photons1electrons), using a new undulator beam li
at the SRC and a Scienta spectrometer. The angular de
dence was determined by parallel detection over a 14° ra
with 60.15° ~'0.01 Å21! resolution. Photons were inciden
at 50° from the emitted electrons with an in-plane elec
field vector. This geometry selects even states, such as
s,pband.

Among the large volume ink-space sampled in this ex
periment, only a small portion is represented in Figs. 1–13

It contains the Fermi level crossing of theS1 s andp bands
along a @011# line starting from the~200! G point. Thek
vector is determined following standard procedures. The p
allel componentki is given by the kinetic energyEkin and the
polar angleq via ki5\21 (2mEkin)

1/2 sinq. The perpen-
dicular componentk' is obtained fromEkin via a free elec-
tron final state band~fine circles in Fig. 4!. As a test of our
method, we determine the Fermi vectorkF and the Fermi
velocity vF5\21 ]E/]k of Cu from Fig. 1. The values ar
consistent with de Haas van Alphen data (kF51.23 Å21,
vF51.103106 m/s). In Cu, the Fermi velocity is compa
rable to the free electron value of 1.583106 m/s. In the tran-
sition metals Ni, permalloy, and Co, it is four times smal
(vF50.28, 0.22, and 0.333106 m/s, rsp.!14 The steeps,p
band begins to hybridize with the flatd bands at the Ferm
level. However,vF is still three times as large as the avera
velocity ^v&50.13106 m/s of thed-like stretch of theS1

band~from kF to G125EF20.6 eV).
A ferromagnetic exchange splitting of theS1 band is

clearly visible in Fig. 1 for Ni. In permalloy, the minority

FIG. 1. Energy and momentum distribution of photoelectrons near
Fermi level crossing of theS1 band, obtained with a two-dimensional pho
toelectron detector~high photoelectron intensity is dark!. The four panels
display data from the~100! surface of permalloy (Ni0.8Fe0.2), Ni, Cu, and
fcc Co. For Ni, the spin splitting of theS1 band is clearly visible, for
permalloy the minority spin component is much weaker. In Co, the mino
spin S1 band never reaches belowEF .
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spin component is hard to discern, because it is m
broader and weaker. It can be observed more clearly in
2, where a sharp majority spin Fermi level crossing is loca
next to a broad minority spin crossing. Thek splitting in Fig.
2 is dkex50.16 Å21 in permalloy anddkex50.12 Å21 in Ni.
The energy splitting in Fig. 3 isdEex50.27 eV in permalloy
and dEex50.23 eV in Ni, which is comparable to the spli
ting of the d bands in Ni.5 The larger magnetic splitting o
permalloy reflects its increased magnetic moment15 (1.0mB

vs 0.6mB in Ni!, following a general trend16 in 3d transition
metals. In Co, the magnetic splitting is so large that the
nority spinS1 band moves up beyondEF .1,6

The intensity of the majority peak atEF is larger than
that of the minority peak~Fig. 2!, giving an area ratio of
A↑ /A↓51.8 in Ni andA↑ /A↓52.0 in permalloy. It is inter-

e

y

FIG. 2. Momentum distribution of photoelectrons atEF ~horizontal cut in
Fig. 1!. The maxima give the Fermi wave vectorskF and the spin splitting
dkex5kF↑2kF↓ . The widthdk of the Lorentzian fit curves can be used
derive the mean free pathl51/dk. Note the large width of the minority
peak in permalloy, which translates intol↓54 Å.

FIG. 3. Energy distributions of photoelectrons~vertical cuts in Fig. 1!. The
momentumki has been chosen close to the Fermi level crossing in the@011#
direction. In cobalt the minority band lies aboveEF .
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esting to note that the spin polarizationP5(A↑2A↓)/(A↑
1A↓) derived from these areas is not too far from the e
perimental valuesPtunnel from spin-polarized tunneling (P
529% versusPtunnel523% – 33% in Ni,P533% vsPtunnel

545% in permalloy!. A common model of spin-polarized
tunneling11 predicts a polarizationPmodel5(kF↑2kF↓)/(kF↑
1kF↓), which comes out too small for Ni~6% from ourkF ,
5%, 7% from de Haas van Alphen data!,8 as well as for
permalloy ~8% from our kF). Thus, photoemission migh
provide a clue for establishing a better model of sp
polarized tunneling.

Figure 1 makes it clear that the bands quickly beco
broader when moving away fromEF . The broadening is
mostly due to the reduced lifetimet for energies belowEF ,
where more combinations for decay by electron-elect
scattering become accessible. The lifetime broadening
dE5\dv5\/t ~full width half maximum of a Lorentzian!.
The energy broadening leads to ak broadening viadE
5]E/]kdk5\vFdk. The k-broadeningdk, in turn, gives
rise to a finite mean free pathl51/dk. A residualk broad-
ening is found atEF ~Fig. 2!. It can be accounted for by finite
momentum and energy resolution, structural and thermal
order, intrinsic disorder in a random alloy, and lifetim
broadening in the initial and final state. These phenom
can explain the observeddk50.04 Å21 in Cu and dk↑
5dk↓50.05 Å21 in Ni, and possiblydk↑50.12 Å21 in fcc
Co. In permalloy, however,dk is spin dependent (dk↓
50.24 Å21 vs dk↑50.11 Å21). That suggests a lifetime
contribution of 0.13–0.24 Å21, with minority spins living
shorter than majority spins. This is to be explained by
argument used in the analysis of GMR structures.1,3 The ma-
jority spin d bands are completely filled, as in a noble met
Only s,p states remain available for scattering, and the li
time increases. The minority spin bands keep the charac
istics of a transition metal, that is a high density ofd states at
EF that provides scatterers for minority spins,p electrons.
Our lifetime broadening of 0.13<dk<0.24 Å21 leads to a
mean free path of 4<l↓<8 Å. This value is consistent with
results from GMR structures3 (l↓<6 Å at room temperature
10 Å at 4 K, 6 Å at 1.5 K!. Determining the mean free pat
from the momentum broadening makes it possible to ext
transport measurements to shorterl values where GMR
structures would require atomically perfect interfaces.

The Fermi surface can be mapped out by measu
Fermi level crossings analogous to Figs. 1 and 2 over a ra

FIG. 4. Spin-split Fermi surface of thes,p band in Ni and permalloy~full
and open circles!, obtained from photoemission data similar to Fig. 2
various photon energies. The fat lines are calculated from the experim
bulk bands of Ni.
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of photon energies. The resulting data points in Fig. 4
onto the spin-splitsp sheet.8,17 The most notable chang
from Ni to permalloy is a 27% larger magnetic splitting
the Fermi surface.

In summary, we have mapped out the energy bands
permalloy for the first time and have demonstrated how hi
resolution photoemission near the Fermi level helps expla
ing magnetic and transport phenomena in terms of the un
lying band structure. There exist many other interest
magnetic alloys, such as invar,18 where our method is di-
rectly applicable.
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